SHORTSTOP JET CHARTER SELECTS PRIMUS ELITE DU-875 DISPLAYS

Upgrade ensures ongoing Honeywell product support and futureproofs operator’s Falcon 900

“This is an investment for the future. For someone with an earlier model Falcon with the original equipment in it, this upgrade makes a lot of sense in operational terms, in safety terms and also weight saving. We recommend it highly.”

Michael Falls Senior, managing director and chief pilot, Shortstop Jet Charter

Overview

With the cathode ray tubes (CRT) cockpit displays in its Falcon 900 becoming obsolete, Shortstop Jet Charter recognized that the time was right to futureproof the aircraft with Honeywell DU-875 displays. The upgrade ensures that the company can obtain product support, including immediate replacements, in the event of a display failing.

Quick Facts

Customer
- Name: Shortstop Jet Charter
- Location: Melbourne, Australia
- Industry: Jet charter and management
- Website: www.shortstop.com.au

Customer results
- Access to Honeywell support
- Futureproofs the aircraft
- Increased reliability
- Upgraded software package

Why the customer chose Honeywell
- CRT displays were obsolete
- HAPP would guarantee immediate replacements in the event of a failure

View full video